
Release Notes Summary R27 - Subject to Change

Ticket Number Product Summary
DEV-9467 Aria6; Aria Crescendo In the product catalog, you will receive a warning message if you try to delete a child plan in a 

parent-child plan relationship and that child plan has been assigned to an account.

DEV-9637 Aria Crescendo The new input fields <bill_drivers_license_no>, <bill_drivers_license_state>, and <bill_taxpayer_id> 
are now available in several APIs that handle payment-related transactions.

DEV-9651 Aria Crescendo When you schedule a custom rate assignment  to go into effect on an anniversary date, that custom 
rate is now successfully applied instead of the old rate.

DEV-9716 Aria6; Aria Crescendo Aria's integration with the Vantiv payment gateway has been enhanced with support for Cardholder 
Initiated Transactions (CIT) and Merchant Initiated Transactions (CIT) for the Mastercard and 
Discover credit cards. This feature allows you to specify whether you are processing a cardholder- or 
merchant-initiated transaction and whether the card information is already stored in Aria.

DEV-9730 Aria Crescendo Aria's integration with the Braintree payment gateway has been enhanced with support for 3D 
Secure (3DS) authentication 2.0. The 3DS authentication feature provides additional fraud 
prevention when transactions are processed. 

DEV-9743 Aria Crescendo You can now use APIs to do one or more of the following: 
* change a plan's dunning step or dunning degrade date; or 
* specify whether to use dunning plan configuration to charge a late fee or send the customer a 
dunning email notification or suppress those actions.

DEV-9747 Aria6;Aria Crescendo Additional fields have been identified that will be anonymized when you call the delete_acct_data 
(Aria6) or delete_acct_data_m (Aria Crescendo) API.

DEV-9763 Aria6; Aria Crescendo The Aria Vertex tax integration has been enhanced with support for Vertex O-Series version 9 for 
both the on-premises and the cloud hosted functionality.  

DEV-9775 Aria6; Aria Crescendo First Data Payeezy has changed its endpoint for credit card tokenization. This means that if you use 
First Data Payeezy to process tokenized credit card payments, no later than March 15, 2020, you 
will need to update your configuration settings in Aria to connect to this new endpoint.

DEV-9787 Aria Crescendo You can now create plans whose billing intervals are your specified number of days or weeks. Please 
note that this enhancement will be released in phases. This phase will include bill lag days, usage, 
and limited proration features. Refer to the full release notes for more detailed information about 
the functionality included in this ticket.
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